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ABSTRACT
Background
Despite vaccinations are scientifically proven to be safe and
effective public controversies limit their application in many
countries.
Aims
Aim of this review is to provide an overview of biological
effects of vaccination and a picture of the ethical dilemmas
about compulsory vaccination.
Methods
We conducted a review on the literature about the subject.
Recent news were also included.
Results
Vaccines are the best weapon against many infectious
diseases. The spread of false beliefs among people have led
the government authorities to increase compulsory
vaccination in order to embank new outbreaks of

preventable infectious diseases.
Conclusion
Even if compulsory is quite drastic approach it could be the
on only way to reach an adequate coverage and protect
immunoexpressed subjects.
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What this review adds:
1. What is known about this subject?
Vaccination is worldly known to be an extremely important
practice to prevent epidemic spread of infectious diseases,
however in many countries vaccination coverage remains
inadequate.
2. What new information is offered in this review?
This review explores the biological bases of vaccination and
starting from an historical prospective analyses argument
for and against compulsory vaccination.
3. What are the implications for research, policy, or
practice?
An improvement of communication about vaccination is
needed, compulsory vaccination could be the only way to
reach optimal coverage.

Introduction
The term vaccine refers to biological preparations produced
from living microorganisms or synthetic products that
1
enhance immunity preventing specific infectious diseases.
To date, they are considered as one of the greatest public
health successes in the history of medicine. Indeed, the
realization of mass vaccination programs has significantly
reduced morbidity and mortality from most bacterial and
2
viral infections. Despite their success, most vaccines have
been developed empirically, with little or no understanding
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of the immunological mechanisms at the base of their
3
effectiveness. Vaccines are composed of either an entire
microorganism or some of its components. They may be
assembled in several ways: from living microorganisms that
have been weakened (live attenuated vaccines); from whole
microorganisms that have been inactivated by chemical,
thermal, or other methods; from molecular components of
the microorganisms, such as specific proteins,
polysaccharides, or nucleic acids; from inactivated toxins
(toxoids) of toxin-producing bacteria; from the linkage
(conjugation) of polysaccharides to proteins able to increase
4
the effectiveness of the vaccine. Moreover, some vaccines
include, in a single formulation, components from different
disease-causing microorganisms or from several serotypes
of a single microorganism, providing protection against
different microorganisms or different serotypes of a single
microorganism, respectively.
Live attenuated vaccines elicit strong cellular and antibody
responses and often confer immunity that lasts for several
decades, with even a single immunization, whereas
nonliving vaccines habitually induce protection of much
shorter duration and require booster vaccination to
1,5
maintain protective immunity. Furthermore, the latter
usually require the addition, in the vaccine formulation, of
substances called adjuvants that enhance and modulate the
6
immune response induced by the vaccine antigens. The
most commonly used adjuvant for vaccines is aluminum
7
salt.
Vaccines are believed to confer protection through the
8
induction of a memory immunity. This is the result of a
complex immune response.
The latency between the primary antigen exposure and the
activation and differentiation into effector and memory Tand B-cells (primary antibody response) is, commonly, of 710 days. This period, also called “lag phase”, is followed by a
“logarithmic phase” characterized by an increase in serum
antibody levels that has classically a logarithmic pattern.
The successive phase is the “plateau phase” in which after a
variable period of maintenance of peak antibody levels,
there is a reduction in serum antibody levels. Thanks to the
development of memory B and T cells, the latency between
a successive exposure to the antigen and development of
the immune response will be shorter (usually 1 to 3 days for
the lag phase). This will allow the immune system to contain
and eliminate the infection before it can cause any damage
and represent the main mechanism by which vaccines are
9
effective. However, the effectiveness and the response
duration of a vaccine depends both on the ability of the

vaccine’s constituents to elicit the immune response both
on the characteristics of the diseases-causing
microorganisms. For example, some viruses (e.g., the
influenza virus), change every year, requiring annual
10
immunization against new circulating strains; on the other
hand, other viruses (e.g., HIV), escape the immune system
making very difficult the formulation of an effective
11
vaccine.
Even though any infectious disease might be preventable
with a vaccine, the limited understanding of all the immune
mechanisms involved and the high variability of the immune
response to each specific microorganism, have so far limited
the development of vaccines to a close number of viral and
bacterial diseases. Nonetheless, vaccines represent the
most cost-effective life-saving medication in history. At
present, human vaccines are used in the prevention of more
than thirty infectious diseases and are worldwide employed
in public health programs. Consequently, infections that
were cause of loss of health and life a few decades ago are
now rarely seen. More than 100 million children are
vaccinated annually against diseases such as diphtheria,
tetanus, pertussis, tuberculosis, polio, measles, and
hepatitis B. It is estimated that vaccinations prevent about
12,13
2.5 million deaths each year.

The Immunity Cycle
In natural settings, populations usually undergo cyclical
changes in immunity; such phenomenon is known as “The
Immunity cycle”. The cycle begins with the introduction of a
14,15
disease, usually from the zoonotic pool.
Entering a new
population, many individuals within the population quickly
succumb to the new disease, as a result of a lack of
immunity, overall increasing the mortality levels in a
“mortality phase”. However small groups or more resilient
demographics among the populations are able to develop
some form of immunity and can survive without infection
or, alternatively, they survive the infection and develop
immunity. The population as a whole begins to either
develop a level of immunity through adaptive immunity or
herd immunity resulting in a “revival phase” with a decline
16
in mortality rates. It should be noted that in some
circumstances the revival phase might be due to a decrease
in microbial traffic.
The surviving Individuals gain some form immunity, survive
and reproduce. After some amount of time, the population
begins to benefit from a combination of active, passive and
herd immunity in a phase, which can be described as the
“Intermediate Immunity period” here immunological
memory prevents the rise of an epidemic. Where
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immediate generations either acquire active immunity
themselves or benefit from the immunity of others through
herd immunity, while successive generations benefit
through passive and herd immunity. The intermediate
immunity phase can be identified by mortality rate, which
should return to low levels in this period.
However, as generations pass the immunity of the
population falters with many individuals loosing passive
immunity and compromising the existing herd immunity.
Eventually, the existing equilibrium reaches a stage where
the population is no longer immune and the number of
individuals who maintain a level of immunity are too few to
provide any sort of herd immunity. At this stage, known as
“The susceptibility Period”, the population becomes almost
destined to another epidemic. The overall trend can ideally
17
be seen in the 1630 plague.
These trends are particularly prominent in the cyclical
epidemics often seen in a variety of diseases especially
18
throughout the eighteenth and ninetieth centuries.
From the cycle, it can be understood that vaccines form a
pivotal role by prolonging the immunity period indefinitely
and thereby reducing deaths. It is crucial that all individuals
in society are vaccinated to permanently stop the cycle.
Vaccines are essential in this context; parents who refuse to
vaccinate their children by many regards allow the cycle to
continue and affect many others in the future.
An example of this was seen when during the 1970s the
adverse effect of the pertussis vaccine was
disproportionately publicized, the resulting decline in
immunization rates (decreasing from 90–80 per cent to 30
per cent) resulted in two serious outbreaks of whooping
19
cough. It is therefore necessary to vaccinate all children
and adults who do not present contraindication.

Compulsory vaccination to increase vaccination
coverage
Vaccination is compulsory in many countries since 1800. To
obtain an adequate vaccination coverage, vaccination
policies were introduced in Great Britain in the first half of
the XIX century with the vaccination acts of 1840, 1841 and
1853 that maid smallpox vaccination free and sequentially
compulsory.
In Italy, smallpox vaccination was first suspended in 1977
and then abolished in 1981. In the meantime, however,
several other vaccinations like diphtheria (1939), polio

(1966), tetanus (1968) and B hepatitis (1991) were made
mandatory.
Other countries like France, Greece, Portugal and Belgium
opted for compulsory vaccination too, while, in countries
like the United Kingdom and Finland, there are no
mandatory vaccines. However, in these countries, there are
strong incentives to promote vaccination and widespread
propaganda coverage.
In Germany it was chosen a sort of middle way policy: there
were no sanctions for missing vaccination, but a vaccination
certificate was and is required for school admission.

Public controversies on compulsory vaccinations
“no-vax” campaigns are acquiring more space on mass
media and even some political figures took a position
against vaccination obligation, emphasizing the notoriously
fallacious association between vaccination and autism.
These positions are confusing public opinion giving straight
to “no-vax” thesis.
By consequence, people do not understand effectiveness
and safety of vaccinations that are perceived as outdated
arguments or, even worse, as an artifice in favor of
20
pharmaceutical companies.
A putative correlation between trivalent vaccination and
autism, was first theorized in Andrew Wakefield's
publications, these results were however based on
maliciously falsified data, and Wakefield himself was
21
sentenced and banned from the medical profession.
Since Wakefield's study, the association between
vaccination and autism has been denied by more than 40
22publications collected by American Academy of Pediatrics.
24
This false correlation is not the only claim made by “novax”, who are supporting freedom of choice as an absolute
value and are strongly critical between the interaction of
vaccines and the immune system. They maintain that
vaccination may in some way overloads the immune system
(nowadays it is clear that this claim has no scientific
25
relevance).
By contrast, several studies proof that vaccination is the
best weapon against many infectious diseases. There are,
indeed, strong data in support of this statement. For
example, after the introduction of specific vaccination,
mortality for diseases like polio, diphtheria, smallpox,
rubella, congenital rubella, measles, and mumps dropped of
nearly 100 per cent with positive effects on morbidity and
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quality of life.

19

Despite these overwhelming evidences, in Italy as in Europe
and the United States, has grown a stance of mistrust and
reluctance leading to a substantial decrease in vaccination
coverage.

Effects of public controversies on vaccination
coverage and on health policy
Measles is an iconic case of how these public controversies
26
affected vaccination coverage.
European Center for Disease prevention and Control has,
indeed, recently published an epidemiologic update on
measles spread in Europe between 1 July 2016 and 30 June
27
2017, showing 10,886 new cases of measles, the majority
of affected people had not been previously vaccinated
(8742 cases, 86 per cent), while 9 per cent received just one
dose of vaccine and 3 per cent received two or more doses.
The proportion of not vaccinated subjects is higher among
children of less than 1 year, who cannot yet be vaccinated
and rely entirely on herd immunity, reaching 95 per cent of
total cases.
These data show a substantial increase in new infections
compared to the period from October 2014 to September
2015 when 4,202 new cases occurred. Once again children
with less than one year of age where more affected.
In Italy, data from the ministry of health state that the
28
vaccination coverage is 87.26 per cent and that there have
been 4689 new cases during the first three months of 2017
whit an increase of 230 per cent compared to the same
29
period of the previous year. To curb such phenomenon,
European states took a series of measures to increase
vaccine coverage, adopting more or less authoritarian
strategies to obtain this goal. One possible strategy is the
imposition of some specific vaccinations. In particular in
Italy, At first, the "National Plan for Vaccine Prevention"
implemented free offer of not only compulsory vaccination,
30
but also suggested vaccination.
Also, the "Federation of Medical Doctors and dental
practitioners" acted presenting a document with 15
proposals stating that among other things; the suggestion of
not vaccinating is a deontological infringement with possible
disbarment as sanction. Attention has also been drawn on
methods of communication, with the suggestion to avoid
31
pre-printed form and prefer oral communication.
The Italian Government recently passed a decree containing

many actions to increase vaccine coverage. This decree,
which takes into account suggestions from European and
International sources, obliges to the following vaccinations:
anti-diphtheria, anti-polio, anti-tetanus, anti-hepatitis B,
anti-pertussis, anti-Hemophilus Influenzae type B, Antimeasles, anti-rubella, anti-mumps, anti-chickenpox. Those
vaccinations can be omitted or delayed only in case of
documented health hazard certified by a medical doctor.

Discussion
The decrease of vaccination coverage is a worrying
phenomenon, endangering entire society. This decrease
may, in fact, expose the society to almost disappeared
infectious diseases. In particular, parents who refuse to
vaccinate their children are afraid of the potential dangers
of vaccination, ignoring instead the real danger represented
by infectious diseases that are mistakenly thought as
32
disappeared.
By contrast, medical doctors should
counteract this erroneous belief. To not vaccinate should be
indeed seen as selfish gesture jeopardizing herd immunity
and exposing immunosuppressed subjects and future
33
generation to the risk of epidemics.
Vaccines are especially targeted to children; this protection
falls into parent's duty and cannot be regarded as a form of
“freedom of choice on the basis of the priority of the
interests of children and his right to be vaccinated”.
Public opinion regarding state promoted immunization
programs often recalls the previously cited immunity cycle;
this phenomenon can be considered as cycle of public
perception based on immunity. That is to say that when
mortality from an infectious disease rises people ask for the
availability of a vaccine that is given to lots of subjects.
However, when entering in the intermediate phase,
collective memory of the disease fades and, at the same
time, news about side effects of vaccination rises. This leads
to a decrease in the numbers or vaccinations with possible
new bursts of epidemics. Consequently, it is a priority that
every news and debate on mass media should be strictly
34
based on scientific evidenc.
In conclusion, vaccines are a formidable weapon against
Infectious Diseases. However, their success in preventing
cases and death from Infectious Diseases implies a reduced
perception on the population of the danger and risk due to
Infectious Diseases. This reduced perception of risk for
Infectious Diseases is one of the main drivers of “no-vax”
movements. Therefore, paradoxically, the reasons for antivaccination organizations lie in the very high efficacy of the
vaccine in preventing infections and death. To overcome
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this “issue”, we think that a potential conflict between
personal freedom and public health does exist, but
compulsory vaccination currently represents the only
strategy to reach heard immunity levels that allow to
prevent infections at a population level, even in severely
immunosuppressed subjects, who are the most vulnerable
part of the society, and can achieve health and prevention
from infectious Diseases only in this way.
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